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Quick personal note to start the day.
After 3+ years of rewarding work to help build Dalzell Trading into a successful outsourced trading firm, I
have decided to take an extraordinary job opportunity in a leadership role at Pine Valley Investments (PVI) as
Chief Strategy Officer and Investment Advisor.
PVI is a $1 billion RIA that has experienced incredible growth since its inception. Harry Morad and his team
have established an exemplary firm and I’m excited to join. Although saddened to leave Dalzell Trading, I
know Dave and his partners will have long-term success in the outsourced trading space.
Don’t fret, The Morning Core lives on (along with Soul Train Friday). It was a contentious negotiation (I’m
kidding), but The Core will be distributed to a wider audience as I engage in my new position at PVI in the next
couple of weeks.
Enough with the B.S. and back to business. (Speaking of business, a classic SNL skit with Danny DeVito
https://bit.ly/3dbFxVZ )
US Futures-World Markets: US equity futures tick higher as we await earnings from big banks: JP Morgan
(down 1% after reporting a huge beat), Goldman (+1% on top and bottom-line beat, Wells Fargo. Will
investors pull their usual move and “sell the news” on favorable earnings from the big boys? Coinbase, the
first major crypto business to go public in the US, begins trading today in a direct listing. Shrewd move to go
the direct route instead of going public through a traditional IPO. Let the roller coaster ride for COIN begin.
Nasdaq is using $250 per share price as a reference point. Be alert when they figure out the market structure
for cryptocurrency ETF’s. Bitcoin hitting fresh record highs as we speak as crypto becomes a legitimate asset
class. SPAC momentum continues to slow. Here was an interesting nugget from the WSJ: “Just eight SPACs
have raised money since the end of March. And of those eight, only three were backed by one of the top 10
underwriters this year.” I can’t wait to see the underwriting fees from the banks. Oil is up ahead of crude
inventories at 10:30 am ET. Bed Bath & Beyond is down 10% premarket after reporting mixed numbers.
Obligatory clip from Old School https://bit.ly/2Q5i6EK .”Nice little Saturday.” S&P Futures vs. Fair
Value: +6.20, 10-Yr Yield: 1.634%.
CORE Headlines:
 JPMorgan Chase reported a surge in first-quarter earnings, as the largest U.S. bank released more
reserves and was aided by a blowout quarter from its trading desks and soaring investment banking
fees.-Reuters
 The EU Commission has decided not to renew COVID-19 vaccine contracts next year with AstraZeneca
and Johnson & Johnson, Italian daily La Stampa reported, citing a source from the Italian health
ministry.-Reuters
 Data collected from Tesla's electric cars in China is stored in China, the U.S. automaker's vice president
said, after reports that China's military has banned Teslas from its facilities.-Reuters (Musk needs the
Chinese market, so expect him to bend over backward to please the Communist govt.)
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Overwhelmed state and local authorities are grappling with how to allocate $25B in federal rental
relief, leaving many tenants and landlords waiting weeks or months for their share.-WSJ (More govt.
waste. Should’ve sent checks directly to the people.)
After looking back on the presidential election, two polling groups concluded that they undercounted
Republicans and Trump supporters in 2020 and that there is no firm answer yet for how to fix this kind
of problem.-WSJ
Microsoft's $16B deal for NUAN is the latest sign that the next battleground for technology giants will
be in healthcare, an industry whose need to embrace data and software was underscored by the
pandemic.-WSJ
Americans are still working through the stockpiles of toilet paper they began hoarding at the onset of
the pandemic, and now sales are tanking.-NYP
The US and NATO, anxious about a major Russian troop buildup on Ukraine’s border, signaled strong
support for the Kiev government, with defense secretary Lloyd Austin saying Washington would
increase its military presence in Germany by 500 troops.-NYT (Wonder what Merkel thinks?)
Biden proposed a US summit with Russian President Vladimir Putin in a third country in the coming
months in a bid to cool escalating tensions between Washington and Moscow—it would be the first
such meeting since Trump met Putin in Helsinki in 2018.-FT
Iran announced plans to increase the purity of its enriched uranium in a provocative move that puts it
closers to manufacturing weapons-grade levels and threatens to scuttle US efforts to revive the
nuclear accord.-FT (Just drop a pile of cash from an airplane and the problem will be solved.)

Interesting Reads/Charts:
 CNBC: Moderna vaccine 90% effective 6 months after 2 nd shot https://cnb.cx/3serlQ5
 Fast Company: 7 phrases to sound more powerful at work https://bit.ly/2ORdfXo
 Las Vegas Sun: A view of Elon Musk’s Boring tunnel in Nevada https://bit.ly/32gbZQu
All charts from The Daily Shot:
The March CPI figures were a bit stronger than expected, but there was little in the report to indicate
that inflation is gapping higher. The core CPI remains relatively benign, suggesting that the Fed will
stay the course.
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On a price basis, inflation is still running well below the Fed’s 2% target.

Source: Mizuho Securities USA
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More firms have been mentioning inflation on earnings calls.

Source: BofA Global Research
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The NFIB small business optimism index was roughly in line with forecasts.

• The “job openings hard to fill” indicator hit another record high, pointing to labor shortages.
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How high should the 10yr Treasury yield get to cause a correction in stocks?

Source: BofA Global Research
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This has been one of the largest pre-earnings season rallies on record.

Source: Deutsche Bank Research

Analysts have been boosting earnings expectations in cyclical sectors.

Source: Societe Generale Cross Asset Research; @johnauthers, @bopinion Read full article
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Equity ETF inflows continue to hit records. (Buy orders move markets.)

Source: @ISABELNET_SA, @MorganStanley
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SPACs are widening their underperformance. (Makes sense to eliminate some of the froth.)
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Equity hedge funds have outperformed since the start of 2020.

Source: @bopinion Read full article

Will we see further declines in prime brokerage revenues after the Archegos fiasco?
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Source: @WSJ Read full article

Bitcoin hit a new record, trading near $65k.

Grayscale Bitcoin Trust shares continue to lag. (Shocked nobody has figured out how to arbitrage this
yet.)
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US lumber futures are hitting new records.
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Most popular cars in the US:
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Source: Insurify Read full article
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Streaming music revenues:
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Source: Statista

Nothing on this email/website constitutes legal, tax, accounting, or other professional expert advice.
When reviewing the attached material, it is important to remember that past performance is not
indicative of future results.
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